describes Reed's works as surrounded by a "din of vivid and contentious sound bites" that "threatens to eclipse his writing itself" (para 1). Brouwer's conclusion that "Reed's imaginative project is much more complex than his reputation as a misogynist and misanthrope suggests" (para 2) resonates with other reassessments of Reed's poetry and fiction in the past ten years. In 
While the character of Mammy Barracuda has received significant critical attention 4 , that of American Indian dancer Quaw Quaw Tralaralara has been either ignored as irrelevant to Reed's larger analysis of the legacy of slavery in the U.S. or, like Barracuda, held up as evidence that
Reed "finds women's liberation disrespectful of the patriarchal dignity of African society" (White 125 ). Yet a re-examination of the character suggests that Quaw Quaw (to use Carpio's terminology) is less a stereotype reanimated by Reed-the-boco than an ancestral spirit conjured by Reed-the-houngan-and this has tremendous implications for our understanding of the novel's protagonist and authorial alter ego, Raven Quickskill. In this essay, I will make two inter-related arguments in order to tease out Reed's complex analysis in 
Princess Quaw Quaw Tralaralara and the Pocahontas Story
Flight to Canada follows the adventures of Raven Quickskill, who literally and figuratively writes his way out of slavery. He plans to pay for his passage to Canada with the money from a poem, "Flight to Canada," only to discover that his writing offers him freedom and thus is his true Canada. As Raven travels from Virginia to Canada and back again, few icons of American history survive intact: the slave master, Arthur Swille, proves to be a dyslexic sadist who drinks slave mothers' milk and makes love to the corpse of his dead sister; the Uncle Tom figure, as
represented by the supposedly subservient Uncle Robin, secretly alters Swille's will in his own favor and coolly observes his master's fiery death orchestrated by another slave, Pompey; the former house slave, Stray Leechfield, earns money to purchase himself through pornographic photography, blackface performances, and an escort service with a unique sales pitch ("'I'll Be Your Slave for One Day. . . . Humiliate Me. Scorn Me'"); 40s, the black militant, aligns himself with the anti-immigrant Know-Nothings; and even Abraham Lincoln (a.k.a. "The Player") is a "minstrel" who manipulates the issue of slavery to achieve historical prominence (80, 43, 45) .
The novel lampoons the national myth of Pocahontas as well: Raven uses the name as a derogatory slur for his sometime lover, the American Indian dancer Princess Quaw Quaw Tralaralara, indicating that her complicity with her global capitalist husband, Pirate Yankee Jack, proves deadly to her own family. in light of the story she attempts to tell about herself, Quaw Quaw appears to be no zombiestereotype summoned as spectacle; rather, like Uncle Robin, she is a reclaimed minstrel figure and nascent trickster whose art suggests she too will soon arrive in her own "Canada." In his desire to "free" her from Yankee Jack, Raven overlooks not only her power as a performer but also the implications of his own desire to possess her. Raven's frustration with Quaw Quaw, like his initial misinterpretation of Uncle Robin's strategic servility, shows that he still has much to learn about the complex history of African American and American Indian performers who found audiences through the commodification of their cultural identity.
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Of course Raven is not unfamiliar with the ethnic artist's manipulation of popular expectations. Throughout the novel Raven clearly fills the role of a trickster-author whose 6 writing-which he calls "his bows and arrows" and "his HooDoo" (88, 89)-actually wins him the attention of those whose authority he seeks to undermine. 8 Invited to a White House reception for "'the leading scribes of America,'" Raven soon notices the waiters are slaves and that "All of the furniture in the room is worth more than he is" (83, 82). Raven's poem "Flight to Canada," which is responsible for this invitation and other events of the novel, circulates widely and readily changes form, serving as belle lettres, a letter home, a dead letter, even as scientific evidence and a bloodhound. Reed offers an implicit pun: the true "fugitive poet" of the South is not Allen Tate or John Crowe Ransom, but the African American who reclaims a repressed history through signifying. Raven is more than a Pan-African trickster, for as Joe Weixlmann and
Reed himself point out, his name comes from the trickster of Tlingit mythology who is characterized by "coarse humor" and "creation and guile" (Weixlmann 205, 206 You're the exotic of the new feudalism. . . . They're going to get your Indian and my Slave on microfilm and in sociology books; then they're going to put them in a space ship and send them to the moon. And then they're going to put you on the nickel and put me on the stamp, and that'll be the end of it. ' (96) Frustrated that she continues to defend her education, he finally declares Columbia to be, "'One big fucking Camelot. With darkies and Injuns to set places, pour and serve at the Round Table. Playing on the lute and reciting verse, doing court dances'" (98). Raven believes that the drive for the consumable minority-whether originating in academia or in popular venues-will commodify them out of existence, and that Quaw Quaw, like Pocahontas before her, has willingly sold herself. Raven's use of "Pocahontas" as an epithet akin to "Uncle Tom" (or, more accurately, "Uncle Tomahawk") depends on a simplistic understanding of the Pocahontas story.
In a novel that traces the legacy of nineteenth-century racism in the late twentieth century, Reed does not let this stand but begins to show the reader the complexity of Quaw Quaw's experience in colonialism.
Throughout Flight to Canada, Reed parodies the racialist discourse of the nineteenth-century U.S. as it undergirded slavery and subsequent institutions that perpetuated the subjugation of 
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The latter is most apparent in "The Saga of Third World Belle," a "rare 'serious' love poem" (94) through which Raven attempts to educate Quaw Quaw about her husband's ulterior motives.
As Raven and Quaw Quaw travel across Lake Erie on the steamer The North America, Quaw Raven admits that he simply does not understand Quaw Quaw or the meaning of her performances and subsequently that he often forgets how "young" she is (105). Her growing attention to Raven's warning reminds us that, despite her occasional expression of cultural elitism and her fear of racial indeterminacy, this woman who was kidnapped and re-educated in her youth is undergoing an evolution facilitated not only by her relationship with Raven but also through her dance.
The very name Princess Quaw Quaw Tralaralara-with the juxtaposition of Princess and
[S]Quaw-indicates that Raven's love object is more than the sum of her stereotypical parts, encompassing and exceeding the Pocahontas perplex in a trickster fashion and in a negation of the educational system that has played a role in shaping her. Put another way, she is an American Indian woman whose name resists the stability of reference on which the Pocahontas myth relies.
Possibly a transcription of a bird call, the name Quaw Quaw Tralaralara links the princess to Raven, Uncle Robin, and the other tricksters in the novel who take their names from birds and draw energy from migration out of Virginia and back again, into the Uncle Tom persona and out again. One critic argues that the trill, Tralaralara, indicates "flightiness," just as Quaw Quaw makes one think of "a raven's cry" and "squaw" (Nazareth 214 ). Yet the name also resembles the unpredictability and volatility of scat singing, which transforms the voice into a powerful instrument-a transformation Quaw Quaw certainly needs. Her ability to shape shift and her composite identity, in addition to her misguided quest for "universalism," are all signs of a trickster in its transitional and transformative state, of a "Pocahontas" not contained by the national myth.
After abandoning the Canadian-bound yacht while Raven and Yankee Jack bicker, Quaw
Quaw re-appears crossing from the American to the Canadian side of Niagara Falls on a tightrope eleven hundred feet long. Joining a crowd of spectators, Raven slowly realizes who he's watching: "She was in Indian clothes. . . . She was walking on a tightrope across Niagara Falls! . . . She was doing what no man had ever done. She was coming across, backward. Quaw Quaw! He could tell it was she because he knew her backward quite well" (156-57). If "The Saga of Third World Belle" is Raven's love poem for Quaw Quaw, her performance above the falls is her response, for she carries a banner that reads "Quickskill, I love you" (157). But the frontier dancer expresses more than love in this act. Raven realizes, "Her feat was like her life, between the American and Canadian Falls with a gorge underneath. They argued all the time, but this they had in common. He was the raven. Ga! Ga! Gaaa! Ga! They both were capable of producing cliff-hangers, as she was now" (157 Like Bonnin, and Pocahontas before her, the ambiguously "young" Quaw Quaw is taken from her parents as a small child and as a teenager finds herself alienated from family members and suspended over a biological and cultural chasm. None of these American Indian women definitively chose one culture over another but found themselves captivated by the liminality of their position as colonial subjects-and in need of a means to convey this experience. Like their twentieth and twenty-first century descendents who embraced "the authorial strategy of the trickster, purporting to tell one story and project one persona and actually implying another message . . ." (Dearborn 29) , these representative women adopted and transformed the popular portrayal of the Indian woman. 12 Bonnin slowly moved toward cultural pride and self-authorship, she recounts, performing as a representative Indian woman for white audiences. When the teenage Bonnin successfully competed in an oratorical context, for example, she weathered the "barbarian rudeness" of an audience that taunted her with "a large white flag" depicting "a most forlorn Indian girl" under which was printed the word "squaw" (238). Her subsequent oratorical and musical performances "in full regalia" anticipated the white audience's image of the Indian
Princess and replaced it with that of an accomplished advocate for American Indian civil rights (Maddox 152) . 13 Literally suspended between worlds, as Raven notes, Quaw Quaw the trickster-performer stages a spectacular allegory of her experience, reclaiming a story so often mistold in a format broadly appealing.
Raven's sexual pun-that he knows "her backward quite well"-also connects Quaw Quaw's tightrope crossing with Raven's artistic practice as described in "The Saga of Third World truth," be it the "natural" submission of savagery to civilization or the "inevitable" ascendance of Christianity in the New World. Rather, the example of the Powhatan woman continues to evolve in accord with the past as well as the present because the woman known as Pocahontas cannot be controlled by those who call her up, though many continue to do so. 16 Reed's description of NeoHooDoo authorship as conjuring resonates with nineteenth-century attempts to resurrect the Pocahontas story for nationalistic purposes but also undermines such assertions of authority.
Reed's "The Saga of Third World Belle" contains self-criticism and awareness as the author reclaims Uncle Tom and admits Pocahontas is a loose spirit.
Notes
The author would like to thank Diane Price Herndl, Linda Shenk, Scott Hanrath, and Lexie
Ahrens for their invaluable help with this essay. Vizenor's theorization of the trickster in postmodern American Indian fiction both apply to Reed.
The Neo-HooDoo artist, like the Signifying Monkey, "dwells at the margins of discourse, ever punning, ever troping, ever embodying the ambiguities of language . . ." (Gates 52 ). In addition, that artist "is a communal sign, comic discourse, and does not represent aesthetic modernism in narratives or the glorification of isolated individualism" (Vizenor 193 ). Though he draws on both, Reed asserts that the African trickster tradition is overtly didactic while the American Indian trickster tradition is not (Dick 241) . For more on the relationship between signifying, the trickster, and Reed's Neo-HooDooism, as well as the indeterminacy of trickster texts, see also Tietchen 334, and Lindroth. 3 For a description of Reed's Neo-HooDoo aesthetic and the place of stereotypes within it, see
Ludwig. "Like Bakhtin's novelist," he concludes, "Reed is a 'biased' mediator in a special type of 'verbal give-and-take' situation. His own role model seems to be the Legba-figure" (334). As the title of Reed's 1978 poetry collection suggests, Legba serves as "a secretary to the spirits."
4 For example, see Harris, who writes, "By making her character such a despicable puppet to the ideology of the slaveholding South and the beliefs it passed into American culture, Reed finally suggests that some black women were so well trained during slavery in their white culturesupporting, denial-of-black-progress roles that their descendents in the twentieth century cannot possibly have denuded their psyches of such desires. Pathologically strong black women especially, Reed posits, are anathema to racial advancement, not because they are forced to be, but because they love whites and white society enough to willingly perform that function" (55). . While Bonnin spent the last decades of her life pursuing reform agendas through progressive organizations, including the Society of American Indians, she was, perhaps, most famous for her costumed presentations of the Indian woman through which she reclaimed her body and her voice.
14 Brown composed works in multiple genres and was particularly adept at using spectacle and performance in his arguments against slavery. In 1850, for example, he toured Great Britain with a large canvas depicting twenty-four scenes of slavery described in an accompanying pamphlet, threatening Mistress Swille with a razor and using "an old hard brush rich with pine soap" to bathe her (112, 113) . Once restored to her proper appearance, Mistress Swille heads to a "'garden poetry reading of Edgar Poe'" (who has recently pawned her goldbug pin) and prepares for the next dinner party at which the men will recite "Ode to the Southern Belle" (115, 116). 16 The ongoing fascination with Pocahontas can be seen in director Terrence Malick's recent film
The New World (2005) and in the multitude of historical and biographical treatments published
